This Will Be (An Everlasting Love) – Natlie Cole  
(Key of Bb, 130 BPM) – Revised (outro) 5/22/13

I  Piano, clap [(Bb Gm7) (Cm7 Cm7/F)]-3X 
2nd x add bass & gtr [(EbM7 Dm7) (Cm7 Dm7)]-2X 
Drums build (EbM7 Dm7) (Cm7 Cm7/F) 
Add horns [(Bb Gm7) (Cm7 Cm7/F)]-2X

V1  “This will be an everlasting love...” 
[(Bb Gm7) (Cm7 Cm7/F)]-3X 
(Dm7 Db7) (GbM7 B9-5)

V2  “I’m so glad he found me in time...” 
[(Bb Gm7) (Cm7 Cm7/F)]-3X 
(Dm7 Db7) (GbM7 Ebm7/Ab)

V3  “Loving you is some kind of wonderful...” 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-3X 
(Ebm7) (Ebm7/Ab)

V4  “This will be an everlasting love...” 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-3X 
[(Ebm7) (Fm7)]-3X (Ebm7) (Ebm7/Ab)

V5  “This will be, you and me, yes siree eternally...” 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-2X 
“Huggin’ and squeeziin’ and kissin’ and pleasin’...” 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-2X 
“You’re so deserving, yeah,yeah,yeah, oh,oh,oh,oh,oh” 
(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)-1X 
“Love, love, love, love”-4x 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-4X

Solo-Sax [(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-8X

Outro  “From now on, from now on”-4x 
[(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7 Ebm7/Ab)]-3X 
(Db Bbm7) (Ebm7, Ebm7, Ebm/Ab, “From now on”) 
Last bar end of the downbeat of 3; accapella: “From now on”